In Literacy, I will be learning
about ‘The Jungle Book’ and
other texts to help us explore
‘incredible creatures.’ I will be
developing my vocabulary,
adjectives and sentence starters
for high quality sentences. I will
also be creating a newspaper
article about Mowgli in ‘The
Jungle Book’.

In topic, I will be learning about
animals and their habitats. I will
be looking at animals around
my own home and comparing
them across the world! I will be
using my Geography skills to
locate different countries and to
investigate the habitats within
them.

PE in Class 1 is on Tuesday and
Thursday. I will need dark shorts and
my Jerry Clay Academy t-shirt (or a
white t-shirt) for indoor PE and a
dark tracksuit for outdoor games. I
will also need a spare pair of
trainers/pumps. I will be learning
about dance this half term.

Text here

Topic title:
Incredible Creatures
Subject Focus: Geography/
Science

I will receive spelling and action
words homework weekly. This
will be set on a Friday and will
need to be completed by the
Wednesday after.
I should also be practicing my
reading and nonsense words daily.
I will be given a Maths task every
other week.

In Maths, I will continue to learn
about multiplication and division. I
will be applying my counting in 2, 5
and 10 skills to help me. After, we
will move onto to developing our
place value skills to 100. I will then
be using these skills to develop my
understanding of fractions, time and
money.

Also in Art, I am going to be
creating a painting and printing
layers of the jungle. I will be
looking at mixing and creating
colours and selecting
appropriate tools to add finer
detail.
In Science, I will learn to
identify, name and describe
animals.

In ICT this half term, I will
be learning to explore the
internet safely. I will be use
search engines to collect
images of different animals
and organising our images
into our own presentation
about incredible creatures.

